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This latex template allows you to create simple, automatically
formatted item cards. The height of the card will adjust auto-
matically, so you don’t need to worry about font sizes or having
too many breaks. If you want a card optimized for double-sided
printing that will fit in a card sleeve, set autosizing to false.
It also makes a PNG with a transparent background. If you
are using this in Overleaf, the PNG is located in ’Logs and
output files’ under ’Other logs and files’. To change the name
of the PNG and resolution, edit the latexmkrc file. All of the
text generating commands are defined in itemCommands.tex.
Card color/shape formatting is in tcolorboxSettings.tex.

This item has 1 charge and regains 1d1 + 0 expended charges
daily at thirteen o’clock. This is where you put alternative
recharge mechanics, if any. This is where you put any effect
that occurs when you expend the last charge, if any.

Spells. You gain a +1 bonus to your spell saves and/or
attack bonus, potentially with caveats. You can use an action
to expend one or more of the item’s charges to cast one of the
following spells at a spell save DC of 40: spell a (α charges),
spell b (β charges), ... , spell z (ω charges). Put any other spell
affects the item grants here. Could be a conditional free casting
of a spell on the list, extra flavor, a spell that can only be cast
1/day, etc.

Extra Stuff. If the item has other abilities/information/etc
put it here.

Extra Stuff 2. The item might have multiple abilities as well,
so don’t be afraid to repeat this command.

Curse. Always finish off with your curse, if applicable. If the
curse doesn’t immediately reveal itself, I highly recommend
making two cards: One with the curse description and one
without. Nothing better than handing over the ”actual” item
info when you player realizes something is wrong. If you
want to be really cheeky, change the card background color in
tcolorboxSettings.tex for the cursed version to really drive it
home.
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You can do multiple cards of different sizes in one go in case
you want to print them off in their longer form.

Curse. It doesn’t make separate PNGs for each item card.
It also doesn’t allow for giving each card a different color scheme.


